The primary goal of most cochlear implant procedures is to improve a patient's ability to discriminate speech. To accomplish this, cochlear implants are programmed so as to maximize speech understanding. However, programming a cochlear implant can be an iterative, labor-intensive process that takes place over months. In this study, we sought to determine whether functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), a non-invasive neuroimaging method which is safe to use repeatedly and for extended periods of time, can provide an objective measure of whether a subject is hearing normal speech or distorted speech. We used a 140 channel fNIRS system to measure activation within the auditory cortex in 19 normal hearing subjects while they listed to speech with different levels of intelligibility. Custom software was developed to analyze the data and compute topographic maps from the measured changes in oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentration. Normal speech reliably evoked the strongest responses within the auditory cortex. Distorted speech produced less region-specific cortical activation. Environmental sounds were used as a control, and they produced the least cortical activation. These data collected using fNIRS are consistent with the fMRI literature and thus demonstrate the feasibility of using this technique to objectively detect differences in cortical responses to speech of different intelligibility.
Introduction
Hearing loss is the fourth most common developmental disorder in the United States and deafness is the most common sensory disorder (Bhasin et al., 2006) . The ability to hear during the early years of life is critical for the development of speech, language, and cognition. Early identification and intervention can prevent severe psychosocial, educational, and linguistic repercussions (Robinshaw, 1995; Yoshinaga-Itano et al., 1998) . Hence, universal newborn hearing screening programs have been implemented throughout the United States. Similarly, cochlear implantation is encouraged for deaf children. Once implanted, the device needs to be programmed, and this process is repeated iteratively over several months to best fit the child's acoustical needs. The frequency spectrum is divided up and the energy within each specific frequency band is routed to each channel. While the program map needs to be gradually adjusted over time to account for individual variations and needs (Leake et al., 2008) , this frequency-to-channel mapping is based on the tonotopic organization of the cochlea (Sridhar et al., 2006) .
Cochlear implantation (CI) in young children has been an extraordinary success, however there are individual patients that do poorly (Miyamoto et al., 1994) . Possible causes of poor performances are several and diverse, including less-than-optimal programming of the cochlear implant and compromised cochlear innervation. An objective test of how well speech information is received by the brain would be a helpful tool in CI research. For instance, it could provide a quantitative feedback measure in pediatric CI users who are unable to deliver an interpretable behavioral response. In older populations, it could allow an assessment between cortical and behavioral responses to speech, and potentially estimate the pattern of cochlear innervation. fMRI studies have shown that the receptive language region of the auditory cortex (the superior temporal gyrus) demonstrates more activation in response to clear speech than to scrambled speech or environmental sounds in normal-hearing subjects (Belin et al., 2000) . However, fMRI is difficult to use in children hearing through a cochlear implant because the device is ferromagnetic and because children typically require general anesthesia to remain still during the test. To overcome these obstacles, we have instead been studying the feasibility of functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to image brain activity in response to speech. This approach is proven to be safe and appropriate for use in assessing language development in children (Gallagher et al., 2012; Quaresima et al., 2012; Rossi et al., 2012; Wilcox et al., 2008 Wilcox et al., , 2009 ). Previously, we used a 4 channel fNIRS system and demonstrated its ability to detect cortical activation in response to speech (Sevy et al., 2010) . Herein, we sought to determine whether fNIRS is sensitive enough to detect differences in cortical activation evoked by different quality levels of speech. To improve our sensitivity to more subtle differences between stimuli, we used a 140 channel fNIRS system and developed custom software to analyze the large amount of data in a meaningful fashion. Consistent with the fMRI literature, fNIRS also demonstrated that the more distorted the speech was, the less region-specific brain activation was observed.
Materials and methods

Participants and experimental protocol
The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Stanford University, and all subjects signed an informed consent form before participating to the test. Twenty-one adults (age range: 19e63; 18 right-handed, 3 left-handed) were recruited for this study. All passed a hearing screening test and had auditory thresholds of <30 dB HL at 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz. There was no selection bias for hair or skin color during the recruiting process. During the experiment, each subject was asked to sit comfortably in a lit room and to look at a screen showing animated images unrelated to the content or timing of the auditory stimuli. This was done to reduce head movements and to help maintain attention.
We designed four different auditory stimuli. The first stimulus was composed of clips of normal speech, taken from auditory books checked out from the Palo Alto Library. There were three different stories available ("Animal farm", "Great expectations" and "War of the worlds") and the subject was permitted to select which one he/ she wanted to listen to. This was done in an effort to increase subject compliance and attentiveness to the auditory stimuli. All of the narrators for the different stories were men and there were no appreciable differences between their voice characteristics except that two spoke with a British accent. Each clip followed the story line sequentially from the previous clip and thus was designed to keep the subject interested in the story line.
The second stimulus was termed channelized speech, and its purpose was to simulate a well-programmed cochlear implant. Thus, the speech clips were re-created using only 12 band-passed frequency "channels" to convey the information. Like the processor of a cochlear implant, we first measured the energy content from the speech clips within the range of 250e8000 Hz within 20 logarithmically-equal frequency bands (or channels). This was done using intervals of 40 ms. An ideal cochlear implant would then direct the energy contained within each frequency band to the channels that stimulate the auditory nerves tuned to those frequencies. However because these experiments were done on normal-hearing patients, we simulated this process and re-created sound by summing white noise that was band-pass filtered to each channels' frequency range and amplitude-modulated. In general, channelized speech could be understood by a normal-hearing listener, but it certainly was not as clear as normal speech.
The third stimulus was termed scrambled speech. Initially, we processed the sound identically to channelized speech. However, we simulated an idealized, worst-case scenario of a poorlyprogrammed cochlear implant in which the sound energy processed by each channel is stimulating auditory nerves not tuned to those frequencies. Thus for example, low-frequency sounds might stimulate high-frequency nerves and vice versa. We accomplished this by using the energy within each stimulus frequency band to amplitude-modulate the noise within channels not in the assigned order, but instead using a random order. In general, this allowed the listener to appreciate the timing of a sentence but not to understand any of the words or meaning. Since the randomized frequency-scrambling process adopted in this study represents an exaggeration of the effect of the current spread occurring in a realworld scenario, the actual hearing experience of individuals with poorly-programmed cochlear implant is likely to be better than the simulation performed in this study.
The fourth stimulus was created by juxtaposing short audio clips (3 s) of environmental sounds such as hardware (e.g. hammering, drilling) or animal noises. This stimulus represented a non-speech control task that does not require language processing. Auditory stimuli were presented using a pair of desktop loudspeakers (Altec Lansing, New York NY) at a normal listening volume (60 dB HL) for 20 s, followed by 20 s of silence. Each block consisted of four different auditory stimuli presented in random order. Blocks were repeated 5 times with the random order varied each time. Thus, the total length of time required to perform an experiment was 13 min and 20 s (40 s total per stimulus/silence *4 stimuli *5 blocks). Exemplary audio clips for each story and condition are provided as Supplementary Material. Prior to the experiment, the subjects were asked to try their best to pay attention to the narrated words regardless of the speech degradation.
Instrumentation
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy data was collected with a multi-channel system with 16 points of illumination and 24 points of detection (NIRScout, NIRx Medical Technologies LLC., Glen Head, NY). Each illumination channel consists of two co-located LEDs with emission wavelengths of 760 nm and 850 nm and a miniature collimating lens. Light collection was achieved with optical fiber bundles coupled to silicon photodetectors. Sources and detectors were embedded into plastic snap-on enclosures for mounting. To investigate the response of the primary auditory cortex in both hemispheres, we arranged the FNIRS optodes (i.e. optical sources and detectors) in two symmetrical probes, each with 8 illuminating and 12 collecting channels ( Fig. 1a ).
Each probe layout contained a total of 70 usable source-detector pairings (or channels) with source-detector distances of 15 mm (26 channels), 21 mm (3 channels), 30 mm (2 channels), 33 mm (28 channels), 42 mm (2 channels), and 45 mm (9 channels). Channels The plots on the left (a, c) come from a channel with good scalp contact; the plots on the right (b, d) come from a channel with poor scalp contact. The grayed region indicates the time during which the normal speech stimulus was presented. with source-detector distances greater than 45 mm were not included in the analysis due to negligible intensity of the photodetected signal (26 additional potential channels). Light sources were time-multiplexed to remove the potential for artifacts from the other wavelength at that same site or either wavelength from the other sources. However, fNIRS signals were acquired simultaneously from both hemispheres, as the light emitted on one hemisphere could not be detected by the photodiodes of the contralateral probe. Thus, an overall sampling rate of 6.25 Hz for each hemisphere was achieved. After the participant was comfortably seated in the experiment room, the fNIRS headgear was placed onto the subject's head and secured in place with Velcro straps. The probes were positioned in a repeatable location on each subject's head by aligning the optical source in the middle of the bottom row at the T3 and T4 locations of the 10e20 international system in the left and right hemisphere, respectively. The tightness of the headgear was adjusted to guarantee secure contact between the optodes and the scalp while still offering a level of comfort acceptable to the subject. Prior to the auditory stimulation, the experimenter verified that the hair layer did not obstruct the light passage between sources and detectors by visualizing the interface between them and the skin. Intervening hair was moved out of the way with a cotton-tipped applicator.
Signal filtering and channels selection
Noise in functional NIRS measurements arises from gross motion of the subject's head as well as physiological noise sources, including cardiac, respiratory and vasomotor (Mayer waves) (Fekete et al., 2011b) . There is an active literature on noise reduction in fNIRS, although a consensus on optimal strategies has not been reached (Ayaz et al., 2010; Cui et al., 2010; Fekete et al., 2011a;  Huppert et al., 2009; Izzetoglu et al., 2005 Izzetoglu et al., , 2010 Pei et al., 2007; Ye et al., 2009 ). Substantial differences between the optical probes and FNIRS instrumentation used at different sites further complicate methods development.
Although a strong cardiac oscillation in fNIRS raw signals is undesirable for measuring evoked cortical hemodynamic responses, its presence is related to intracranial physiological parameters and thus indicates a good contact between the optical probe and the scalp (Themelis et al., 2004 (Themelis et al., , 2007 . Therefore, the first step of our data processing was to identify optical channels showing a strong cardiac signal. Since the LED sources at 760 nm and 850 nm were co-located, an optical channel in good contact with the scalp exhibited a prominent synchronous cardiac pulsation in both photodetected signals. This observation was independent of the amplitude of the output voltage of the photodetector, which in turn depends on the inter-distance between sources and detector. For each channel, we filtered both photodetected signals between 0.5 and 2.5 Hz to preserve only the cardiac component and normalized the resulting signals to balance any difference between their amplitude. Then, we computed the cross-correlation and we extracted the value at a time lag of 0 to quantify the similarity between the filtered signals. In-phase and counter-phase identical waveforms yielded a zero-lag cross-correlation value of 1 and À1 respectively, whereas a null value derived from totally uncorrelated signals. Therefore, the zero-lag cross-correlation between photodetected signals of the same channel was used as a quantitative measure of the signal-to-noise ratio of the channel. We termed this value the scalp coupling index (SCI). Fig. 2a and b illustrate examples of raw signals of channels with good and poor contact with the scalp, respectively. Both channels were selected from a single fNIRS scan performed on a volunteer. The resulting scalp coupling indices (SCIs) were 0.97 and 0.48, respectively. Fig. 2c and d show the resulting change in oxyhemoglobin (HbO) signals in response to normal speech (grayed interval). The optical channel with a good scalp contact revealed a clean task-related hemodynamic change, whereas the channel with poor scalp contact resulted in a noisy hemodynamic signal. Based on this, we only used channels with an SCI-value of þ0.75 or greater when analyzing the data in this study; channels with a lower SCI value were considered to have poor scalp coupling and were not considered for further processing.
The raw signals from the selected channels were then bandpassfiltered between 0.016 Hz and 0.8 Hz to remove cardiac and respiratory noise sources. The signals were normalized to their temporal mean value and de-trended using a 10th degree polynomial function to eliminate slow-trended temporal drifts (Pei et al., 2007) . Finally, the modified BeereLambert law (Cope et al., 1988; Kocsis et al., 2006) was applied to calculate the changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration for each channel and time point. Since continuous-wave FNIRS does not allow estimating the differential path length factor in tissues, the hemoglobin concentration measurements was computed per unit path length.
Topographic mapping
Hemodynamic signals obtained from both hemispheres were linearly correlated with the expected hemodynamic response according to general linear model theory (GLM). The expected response was modeled with a gamma-variate function (Cox, 1996; Ward, 1998) convolved with the event stimuli, in a manner similar to the analysis of fMRI data (Beauchamp et al., 2004 (Beauchamp et al., , 2008 . For oxyhemoglobin (HbO), we expected an increase of concentration due to the augmented blood supply required by the neuronal activation; conversely, deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) is predicted to A statistical parametric map for each hemisphere and speech condition was reconstructed using the F-values of each channel. We created two different maps, a shallow map and a deep map, for each hemisphere. We assumed that a source-detector pair that is close together will primarily detect hemodynamic changes that occur in a relatively shallow region (i.e. the scalp). In contrast, we assumed that a source-detector pair that is farther apart will be able to detect hemodynamic changes that are deeper (the outer layer of the brain (Sevy et al., 2010) ). Channels with source-detector distances of 15e 21 mm were used to generate the shallow map and channels with source-detector distances greater than 30 mm were used to generate the deep map.
The location of each channel was determined as the mid-point between each source-detector pair, which corresponded to the surface projection of the point of maximum depth reached by the photons migrating from the source to the detector. The resulting layout of the shallow and deep channels is illustrated in Fig. 1b and c. A color-coded activation map was created by interpolating the Fvalues of the channels surviving the SCI-thresholding using a bidimensional polyharmonic spline. The pixel size was set at 0.25 mm Â 0.25 mm. For this study, in which we wanted to only study brain activation, we eliminated the shallow channels from all analyses and only studied the deep channels.
SCI-based channel selection and topographic imaging were implemented in MATLAB, whereas bandpass filtering and hemoglobin concentrations changes were calculated with the software provided by the manufacturer (Pei et al., 2007) .
Image analysis and statistics
Topographic maps for each hemoglobin state (HbO and HbR), each hemisphere (left and right), and each stimulus (normal speech, channelized speech, scrambled speech and environmental sounds) were computed for each individual participating in the study. A threshold value was arbitrarily set on the F-statistics maps to identify the areas where the cerebral hemodynamic response was significant. After thresholding, the surface area of the significant regions was calculated.
At group level, we used the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test if the area activated by the four auditory stimuli was significantly different. The ANOVA significance level was set at p ¼ 0.1. Prior to applying ANOVA, we tested if the sphericity assumption was verified. Where indicated by the ANOVA test, we then evaluated for pairwise differences between stimuli using the paired Student's ttest with the significance level set at p ¼ 0.05.
fMRI imaging
One subject (a 32 year old normal-hearing female who did not take part in the fNIRS testing) was tested with blood oxygen level dependent functional magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD fMRI). Scanning was performed using a Siemens 3 T MRI scanner at the Baylor College of Medicine Center for Advanced MRI. First, two repetitions of a T1-weighted MP-RAGE sequences were collected and used to create a cortical surface model using FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 1999) and visualized using SUMA (Saad and Reynolds, 2012) . Next, five scan series of gradient-echo EPI were collected (33 3.0 mm axial slices, 64 Â 64 matrix, in-plane dimension 3.0 mm by 3.0 mm). Each scan series contained 160 brain volumes with TR ¼ 2 s. The same stimulus set as used in the fNIRS experiment was presented using a block design. There were 8 blocks in each scan series. Each block contained one stimulus type (20 s) followed by no-stimulus baseline (20 s). There were 2 repetitions of each type of stimulus block in each scan series, in pseudo-random order (10 blocks of each stimulus type across all scan series). EPI volumes were concatenated, aligned to the high-resolution MP-RAGE, resampled to 2.5 mm isotropic, and analyzed using the generalized linear model in AFNI (Cox, 1996) with head motion estimates used as regressors of no interest (for command lines, see (Nath and Beauchamp, 2011) . There were four regressors of interest, one for each stimulus category. Activation maps were created separately for each stimulus category, using the t-statistic for that category's regressor of interest with a threshold of t > 3.7. This threshold was selected because it provided a false discovery rate corrected statistical significance (q) of q < 0.01. The volume of active cortex for each stimulus category was estimated using a clustering algorithm that found all neighboring voxels exceeding the significance threshold. For each stimulus category, there were only two clusters with volume >400 voxels, consisting of auditory cortex (and neighboring regions) in left and right hemisphere.
Results
Functional NIRS e representative analysis from one subject
fNIRS signal processing was performed in a representative subject (32 year old male, right-handed). Initially, we selected the cleanest channels based on the value of the scalp contact index (SCI) in each channel. With a SCI threshold of 0.75, 34 and 38 channels survived the selection in the left and right hemisphere, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the source-detector separation of the selected channels. The channels were then processed and analyzed. The HbO signal increased following the onset of speech stimuli, whereas the HbR signal decreased for most of the auditory trials (Fig. 3) . Consistent with cortical activation, the HbO response increased and the HbR response decreased during five stimulus trials. The F-values resulting from the GLM regression were used to construct statistical parametric maps for all hemodynamic signals and speech conditions. Subsequently, we imposed an F-value threshold of 15 to determine the significant areas of activation (Fig. 4) . The largest area of cortical activation was found for normal speech, and the responses were reduced with channelized and scrambled speech. Environmental sounds produced the least area of cortical activation.
We also determined the point of highest activation as the pixel with the highest F-value. We calculated the center of mass by averaging the F-values for all significant pixels. These values shifted with the different stimuli, but did not demonstrate a clear pattern.
Group analysis
Out of the twenty-one adults recruited for this study, two subjects had gross and excessive movement artifact in their recorded data tracings as visualized by eye and were excluded from further analysis. All 19 of the remaining subjects (90% of the total population) had measurable fNIRS responses, defined as a significant cortical response to at least one of the auditory stimuli in at least one channel. We then calculated the areas of cortical activation imposing a common statistical threshold of F > 15 and compared the effect of the different stimuli. First, we computed the group average of the statistical parametric maps. After group averaging, the maps were normalized to the maximum F-value across the four auditory conditions (Fig. 5) . As a result, all maps were color-coded between magnitudes 0 (deep blue) and 1 (dark red). The channelized speech evoked the strongest response in the HbO map in the left hemisphere, whereas normal speech evoked the strongest HbO response in the right hemisphere. The HbR maps demonstrated more activation with normal speech than with the other stimuli in both hemispheres, although this was particularly obvious in the right hemisphere.
We then quantified these data by calculating the area of activation for each stimulus in all subjects (Fig. 6 ). Each significant pixel was given equal weighting for this calculation. Changes in the area of activation based on the HbO response were not significantly different across conditions for either hemisphere (one-way ANOVA, LH: p ¼ 0.96, RH: p ¼ 0.49). However, the area of activation based on the HbR response varied between the four stimuli in both hemispheres (one-way ANOVA, LH: p ¼ 0.08, RH: p ¼ 0.007). Since the area of activation evoked by normal speech was clearly larger than the area of activation evoked the other stimuli, we then studied this effect in a more detailed fashion. In both hemispheres, the area activated by normal speech was larger than by channelized speech (paired t-test, LH: p ¼ 0.010, RH: p ¼ 0.034) and scrambled speech (LH: p ¼ 0.049, RH: p ¼ 0.005). Normal speech activated a larger area than environmental sounds only in the right hemisphere (LH: p ¼ 0.056, RH: p ¼ 0.0007). We found no differences in the area of activation evoked by channelized speech or scrambled speech conditions in either hemisphere for either HbO or HbR (paired t-test, p > 0.30 for all comparisons).
To assess whether there were shifts in the location of cortical activation associated with the intelligibility of the speech, we calculated the peak of activation and the center of mass of the active area for each subject for each stimulus. The distance between active areas of normal speech and the other three stimuli as well as between channelized and scrambled speech was calculated pairwise (NeC, NeS, NeE, CeS). Specifically, we calculated the vector difference between the peaks of activity (and centers of mass) of pairwise combinations for all subjects and applied the Hotelling's multivariate T-squared test on its orthogonal-axis components. We found a significant shift between the peaks of activity of normal and channelized speeches for HbR in the right hemisphere Orange-to-yellow color scale shows voxels that were significant activated to sound stimuli (sound > resting baseline); blue color scale shows voxels that were significantly deactivated to sound stimuli (sound < resting baseline). A lateral view of a reconstruction of the cortical surface model is shown for the left hemisphere (left column) and right hemisphere (right column) for normal speech, channelized speech, scrambled speech, environmental sounds. (b) Volume of active cortex for each sound stimulus in left hemisphere (left plot) and right hemisphere (right plot). The volume of voxels exceeding the significance threshold (t > 3.7, q < 0.01) for each stimulus category after a cluster analysis; results show only the largest cluster in each hemisphere, consisting of left and right auditory cortex. Normal speech (N), channelized speech (C), scrambled speech (S), and environmental sounds (E). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) (p ¼ 0.04). However, no other statistically-significant shifts were found. Importantly, while the averaged HbO signal in the right hemisphere demonstrates obvious differences between normal speech and the other three conditions (see the second row in Fig. 5 ), this effect was due to one subject having a large difference, whereas the rest of the subjects did not. Therefore, since the calculation of shifts for statistical testing (Hotelling's test) was performed at the individual level, this was not a statistically significant effect.
Single-subject analysis
Finally, we compared single-subject responses to the group averages in order to evaluate the feasibility of using fNIRS to assess cortical responses on individual subjects. To achieve this, we plotted each subjects' change in response, normalized to his/her response to normal speech (Fig. 7) . No clear differences emerged in the left hemisphere for both HbO and HbR, and in the right hemisphere for HbO. In the right hemisphere, the majority of the subjects demonstrated less HbR activation as the stimuli became less speech-like, and only few subjects had a response for channelized speech greater than normal speech. However, the differences between conditions at individual level were not as evident as in group averages. This finding is aligned with previous fNIRS studies in which group-level results were found to be sufficiently repeatable, whereas single-subject analyses were less reproducible (Plichta et al., 2006; Schecklmann et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011) .
Functional MRI
As a control, we also performed fMRI to verify the stimulus paradigm on one subject (Fig. 8A ). All four stimulus conditions strongly activated auditory and auditory-related cortex regions. To quantify the differences between the stimulus conditions, we measured the volume of active cortex in the auditory cortex of the left and right hemispheres. In both hemispheres, the largest volume of active cortex was evoked by normal speech stimuli (Fig. 8B) . This is consistent with our findings with fNIRS (compare with Fig. 5 ), particularly within the right hemisphere for HbR, that is the paramagnetic molecule which metabolic changes are measured by fMRI.
Discussion
This study shows that the auditory cortex of normal-hearing individuals responds differently to variations in speech intelligibility, and that these differences are detectable using fNIRS. The use of large channel arrays is feasible, enhances the imaging resolution, and yields quantitative data that are able to be more accurately compared. An important caveat is that these results may not describe the receptive language ability of the auditory cortex that translates behaviorally into speech understanding. Nevertheless, fNIRS is a useful technique to investigate the cortical response to speech stimulation in groups of human subjects. Further work is needed to develop an experimental protocol and data interpretation technique that permit reliable single-subject analysis.
The largest area of activation was found when subjects listened to normal speech; degrading the speech decreased the area of activation and, in limited circumstances, shifted the position of the peak of activity. This is consistent with previous fMRI studies demonstrating that regions of human auditory cortex selectively respond to speech (Belin, 2006; Belin et al., 2002 Belin et al., , 2000 .
Our data indicate that fNIRS is most responsive to changes in activation within the right hemisphere, which is surprising because language processing has been predominantly associated to cortical activity in the left hemisphere (Frost et al., 1999) . This may be because these stimuli evoke different responses in more superficial areas of the right cortex than in the left cortex, making them more easily detected by fNIRS.
In our previous study (Sevy et al., 2010) , we used a system that offered only two functional NIRS channels per hemisphere, whereas the system we used in this study had 70 functional channels per hemisphere. The benefit of having more channels is that we could develop topographic maps and measure the area of activation and the center of mass, rather than just the activation amplitude and time course. This makes the data analysis more similar to that used with fMRI. As well, including more channels allows the identification of channels with a poor signal-to-noise ratio. These channels could then be excluded from the analysis process. Therefore, comparisons between stimuli for any given subject were performed using only those subjects' channels which had good sensitivity to hemodynamic changes.
One somewhat surprising result of this study is our finding of larger effects in the HbR responses than in the HbO responses. This was seen in our previous fNIRS study as well (Sevy et al., 2010) . However, most fNIRS studies only present HbO data because it has a lower noise level, and thus more obvious responses. With our system, we found that the HbR and HbO noise levels were comparable, possibly because we removed channels with low signal-to-noise levels prior to analysis. In any case, the BOLD response from the fMRI data, which comes from changes in HbR, confirmed our observations.
In this study, we only enrolled normal-hearing adults in order to best define the capabilities of fNIRS in this most straightforward situation. However, a long-term goal of this research is to use fNIRS to objectively assess how well speech is relayed to the auditory cortex in deaf subjects after cochlear implantation. Of course, our simulations of what a patient hears through a cochlear implant may not be representative, although we did base these simulations on the principles of vocoded speech (Shannon et al., 1995) . In this study, we presumed that when a deaf patient hears normal speech through a cochlear implant, it sounds like channelized speech in the best situation (no loss of auditory nerves, well-programmed cochlear implant, etc.). We simulated the worst situation using scrambled speech, which is probably worse than would typically be found in human subjects. The channels would still stimulate the cochlea in a semi-tonotopic fashion, although the coiled nature of the cochlea and the fact that low frequency neurons travel through the modiolus near the basal turn channels could lead to unusual frequency transposition effects. In addition, the brain plasticity that occurs after cochlear implantation may elicit fNIRS responses that could be erroneously interpreted. Therefore, further research is needed to assess whether fNIRS provides a valid objective measure of speech perception in human subjects hearing through a cochlear implant.
